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NATURALLY REVOLUTIONARY

The Ossobello product line is the genuine, revolutionary vegetarian alternative to the

traditional dog treats: even more enticing, much healthier and natural.



NATURALLY NATURAL

All of Ossobello’s pet treats are ecological. Furthermore, once their packaging is open

they don’t smell and they don’t dirty or stain the surroundings since they are created

without the use of animal skin.



NATURALLY EXQUISITE

Ossobello is a line of pet products which have an extraordinarily enticing taste. The

exclusive and natural flavour enhancers render the treats highly inviting and enjoyable

even from the first bite.



NATURALLY HEALTHIER

The Ossobello line of pet products is genuinely wholesome, as each treat is created

with non GMO vegetable flours only, with vegetable flavoring, coloring and without any

animal ingredients whatsoever.

Discover Ossobello products.
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